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Central Claim

To successfully identify and address problematic instances of 

implicit bias, we need a holistic account of agency rather than a 

dualist one where reflection and habit are treated as opposites.



Plan of Talk

1. Implicit bias: mainstream view, implications and challenges

2. An alternative: implicit bias through the lens of epistemic injustice and 

moral luck

3. Two ideas from hermeneutics and virtue theory



Implicit bias: Mainstream View

• Mental shortcuts: help deal with complexity, both extremely useful and leading 

to severe and systematic errors (Tversky & Kahneman 1974) 

• Theoretical framework: Dual-Process Theory, mismatch b/n the reflective and 

the habitual side of mind: belief vs. alief; reason vs eason. Hence:

➢ Implicit bias always imposes epistemic costs



Implicit bias: Some Examples

It affects your ability to encode individuating information about faces of persons that you 

apprehend as belonging to a different racial group—even if you explicitly avow racial 

equality. It impairs cognitive performance when a negative stereotype about a group with 

which you self-identify is brought to salience—even if you explicitly believe those negative 

associations to be false. It leads to cognitive exhaustion following interracial interaction 

when there are discrepancies between your explicit commitments and your implicit 

associations—even if your explicit commitments are wholly sincere. And it makes 

encoding information about racial inequity itself problematic — you are faced with a choice 

between explicit irrationality through base-rate neglect or implicit irrationality through 

encoding associations that you reflectively reject (Gendler 2011: 57)



Implicit bias: Implications

➢Rationality & Equity are not jointly possible for anyone in a society 

with a legacy of social injustice because

➢Implicit bias works through awareness (not endorsement) of social 

categories encoding this legacy: not rational to ignore evidence but also not 

rational to go against one’s own reflective commitments



Implicit bias: Challenges in Practice

• Strategies aimed at clinical ‘debiasing’: overriding habitual and implicit associations 

via reflective and explicit efforts conceived in terms of forcing functions, ongoing imperatives,

checklist questionnaires, constant self-monitoring and (self-)imposed rules (Croskerry at al. 

2013a; 2013b; Stephens 2020)

➢So construed debiasing cultivates self-consciousness and deep self-

distrust which in turn could

➢amplify the effects of implicit bias by making it salient and increase the 

epistemic costs of therapeutic encounters for clinicians (cf. Saul 2017)



Implicit bias in Epistemic Injustice and Moral Luck

• Alternative proposal: focus on harms and wrongs from implicit bias 

rather than implicit bias itself

• Guiding hypothesis: implicit bias is best addressed indirectly by 

attending to epistemic injustice and (bad) moral luck



Epistemic Injustice: Overview

• Groups and individuals are wronged in their capacity of producers or 

communicators of knowledge in virtue of being socially marginalised or disadvantaged in 

some respect (cf. Fricker 2007; Medina 2013; Radoilska 2020)

• Testimonial case: being unduly distrusted, disbelieved or ignored in virtue of some 

identity prejudice

• Hermeneutical case: the epistemic resources available systematically distort or invalidate 

one’s lived experiences in virtue of one’s social identity. Stark choice b/n being unintelligible

(to oneself and to others) or being unauthentic (taking up a persona construed by the 

dominant narrative)



Paradox of Epistemic Injustice

• Mostly outside any individual agent’s direct control: systemic issue. Recall 

social categories encoding (and perpetuating) past injustices and inequalities in Gendler 2011

and yet

• Personal responsibility for epistemic injustice is apt: criticisable conduct not 

something regrettable that just happens to and through agents of epistemic injustice



Moral Luck: Overview

• Being faced with a morally perilous situation not of one’s own making and of which luckier 

agents are spared (Radoilska 2021)

The things we are called upon to do, the moral tests we face, are importantly determined by factors beyond 

our control. It may be true of someone that in a dangerous situation he would behave in a cowardly or heroic 

fashion, but if the situation never arises, he will never have the chance to distinguish or disgrace himself in 

this way, and his moral record will be different. (Nagel 1976: 146)

• Can shed light on the Paradox of Epistemic Injustice from the perspective of the agents 

committing it:

➢ Responsibility to take responsibility



Clinical Relevance: Credibility Deficit (testimonial case 1) 

A woman in her early 50s, a former nun. The police contacted mental health services because 

they had been alerted by someone doing work on her house. They found evidence of smoke 

damage to the house, but not of fire damage. She was admitted to a psychiatric ward and 

detained under section 2 of the Mental Health Act. She claimed that she had been burning 

incense in the house for many years to drive away evil spirits. During the week she had spent 

on the ward there was no evidence of her trying to ward off evil spirits or attempting to start a fire, 

or of any psychotic symptoms. The mental health tribunal members concluded that her beliefs 

about incense and evil spirits were compatible with her religious faith, that there was no 

evidence of a psychotic illness, as had been claimed by the psychiatrist and one of the 

psychiatric nurses, and that section 2 should therefore be rescinded. (Chrichton at al 2017: 66)



Credibility Excess (testimonial case 2)     

• Repeated failures to spot rather obvious symptoms exhibited in manic 

episodes because of a ‘positive’ identity prejudice: high-achiever and a 

promising colleague (Jamieson 1996)

Diagnostic Categories (hermeneutical case)  

• Pathologizing apt responses to loss or change, e.g. grief vs. failing to 

recognise unmanageable distress as appropriate ground for treatment (Bolton 

and Banner 2012)



Acknowledging Moral Luck and Taking Responsibility

• Revised theoretical framework: a holistic picture of agency where 

conscious intention and willpower are not the only reliable sources to draw 

on:

➢a more positive role for both habit and pre-judice

to play along with reflection



Hermeneutics: Testing and Reclaiming Pre-judice

• ‘Prejudice against prejudice’ fails to recognise the historical situatedness of understanding 

and can only lead to an illusion of objectivity (Gadamer 1989: 280)

• Hermeneutics’ ambition: Reclaim pre-judice as legitimate and productive of knowledge 

(rather than a necessary evil) in an ongoing conversation with the past that also allows us to spot 

and root out bad prejudices

• Core idea: Understanding is only possible from within a specific situation with its distinctive 

intellectual heritage (tradition, expertise, authority). There is no external validation available.



Virtue Theory: Habituation and the Space of Reasons 

• Builds on Aristotle’s ethics: developing an ethical character/ outlook requires 

habituation via actions that are at first guided by others (experts) but then 

become fully one’s own via understanding

• Understanding the reasons for these actions completes habituation (second 

nature): 

… to be thinker at all is to be at home in the space of reasons. And being at home in the 

space of reasons involves not just a collection of propensities to shift one’s psychological 

stance in response to this and that, but the standing potential for a reflective stance at which 

the question arises whether one ought to find this or that persuasive. (McDowell 1996: 125)



Concluding Remarks

• A holistic understanding of agency in light of moral luck and enriched with resources from 

hermeneutics and virtue theory to help support clinicians in attending to possible harms and 

wrongs due to implicit bias

• Priority of indirect strategies: being at home and making one’s interlocutors feel at home in 

the space of reasons

• Virtues of interpersonal understanding to counteract testimonial injustice: listening to 

testimony as a claim to the truth, not seeking agreement

• Virtues of fair participation within a community of inquiry to address hermeneutical injustice: 

ongoing work toward better adjustment b/n interpretative categories and forms of life



Questions?
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